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ABSTRACT 

Unused energy occurred at the pavement in the form of solar radiation, vibration and 

stress have the potential to be converted into more useful energy mainly into 

electrical energy. It is an alternative way to produce renewable energy source for 

electricity generation in order to replace the depleting non-renewable energy 

resources. This paper is to review and evaluate different methods of harvesting 

energy from road pavement as well as to identify the most promising method to be 

used for Malaysia road. Evaluation on the efficiency and cost-analysis are done 

based on the information of current harvesting energy technologies which are 

piezoelectric and photovoltaic energy harvesters. Secondary data such as average 

daily traffic (ADT) in Malaysia expressways and average annual solar radiation in 

Malaysia are collected in order to identify the real potential of harvesting energy 

from Malaysia pavement. It is found that harvesting energy by photovoltaic noise 

barrier (PVNB) can produce the highest potential amount of energy which is about 

0.614 kWh per m2 per day compared to other embedded photovoltaic system and 

piezoelectric system. Levelised cost of electricity for PVNB is also much lower 

compare to others which is about RM2.22/kWh. This preliminary study have 

determine the potential of generating electricity from Malaysia pavement and further 

investigation as well as testing on the real application of each system should be 

carried out.   
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

Highway is the infrastructure that helps people and goods to move or commute from 

one place to another. It acts as a significant role to provide connection between the 

places and people as well as act as linkage of transportation for the daily activities. 

Highway pavements have the potential to be the alternative source for energy 

harvesting. The pavement is exposed to energy in the form of vehicle vibrations, 

traffic loading deformation, and solar or thermal gradients that could be potentially 

converted into some usable sorts of energy such as electric power.  

Andriopoulou (2012) proposed energy harvesting procedures involve there 

steps which consist of capturing the energy, storage of energy and use of energy. 

Capturing the unused energy from the road pavement is the major and the most 

challenging aspect in energy harvesting process. Different methods were developed 

and studied by the researchers to capture each type of energies from the road 

pavement. The most famous technique is using piezoelectric transducer (PZT).  This 

system generates electricity from the vibration and vertical loading stress caused by 

vehicles movement along the road as PZT are embedded in the road pavement.  

Factors such as pavement thickness, traffic speed, volume and load affect the output 

voltage from the system.  

Besides, photovoltaic (PV) or solar cell technologies are also being applied to 

capture the thermal energy from the road pavement. Kang-Won et al. (2010) from 

Korea had investigated the feasibility photovoltaic technology as a harvesting solar 

energy system and claimed this technology currently is having difficulty to sustain 

through rough conditions in road pavement due to variation of environmental 

condition as well as excessive loading from the traffic. Malaysia naturally has 
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bountiful of sunlight and solar radiation as it is located near the equator. The natural 

climate is a humid tropical that obtain much sunlight during day time which is 

suitable to be harvested. 

Various studies were done related to the harvesting energy from the 

roadways. To identify what are the potential of harvesting energy from Malaysia 

road pavement, two type of energy harvesting methods are being reviewed and 

compared. By using these road energy harvesters to the real application on the road, 

the wasted energies can be fully utilized to create a better sustainable transportation 

system. 

 

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Majority countries of the world currently depend on non-renewable energy sources 

such as coal, oil, and natural gases as an energy source. However, in order to be a 

developing country, we are facing problem with these non-renewable sources as the 

consumption is greater than production which eventually will lead to depletion of 

non-renewable energy. In Malaysia, demand for electricity over the past decade has 

increased, almost doubling alongside population growth, reaching 134billion kWh in 

2012 according to data from the Malaysia Energy Information Hub (MEIH). The use 

of non-renewable energy sources has a variety of harmful effects to the environment 

while in contrast with renewable energy resources such as wind, water and solar, 

they have the tendency to become regenerative energy with endless supply yet have 

no consequence of environmental damage. Therefore, numerous researchers are 

working on the innovation potential in harnessing renewable resources and exploring 

to increase the energy harvesting efficiency to make it likely to be more competitive 

in the future. 

Road pavement is one of the resources for renewable energy. It receives huge 

amount of solar or heat energy during the day time and movement of vehicle on the 

road surface provide mechanical stress or deformation to the pavement. These 

unused energies should be harvested to produce new energy or for any suitable 

usage.  
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1.3 OBJECTIVE  

The objective of this paper is to review the available methods of harvesting potentials 

energy from road pavement which are by piezoelectric and photovoltaic technologies 

as well as to evaluate their reliability to harvest energy from pavement. Overview 

from previous studies and result from the tests as well as comparison of different 

energy harvesting methods are provided in the paper. The most suitable and 

promising method will be refined and proposed to be used for Malaysia road 

pavement.  

 

1.4 SCOPE OF STUDY 

The scope of this study is to review the current research literature on the methods of 

harvesting energy from road pavement. This paper covers how the mechanism of the 

system works and to what extends it helps to utilize the wasted energy for different 

usage.  The methods that had been developed are being reviewed in this study which 

consists of harvesting system using piezoelectric transducer (PZT) and photovoltaic 

cell (embedded photovoltaic cell as well as photovoltaic noise barrier). The climate 

and type of road pavement in Malaysia are studied in order to evaluate and identify 

the suitable method of harvesting energy to be applied. The analysis of traffic data in 

certain part of Malaysia will help to indicate the effectiveness of harvesting methods 

available towards Malaysia road pavement. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Voigt et al. (2005) studied on several energy harvesting technologies which are 

thermoelectric, electromagnetic, photovoltaic and piezoelectric. The results of the 

study in term of power density for each technology is compared and summarised as 

in Figure 1. They found out photovoltaic is capable to generate highest power density 

compare to others. However, they claimed that piezoelectric energy harvesting is also 

effective as energy productivity by photovoltaic will be varies and highly depended 

on climate of certain area. 

 

Figure 1: Comparison chart of the output power of energy harvesting technologies (Voigt et al., 2005) 

 

2.1 PIEZOELECTRIC ENERGY HARVESTER 

Most of the researchers currently are working on the piezoelectric material as a road 

energy harvester. It is the most popular type in the area of energy harvesting to 

generate electricity for low energy consuming devices. The system produces an 

electric voltage as there is deformation of their dimensions that is caused by the 
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vibration and stress from the road pavement. A piezoelectric harvesting system with 

multiple cylindrical piezoelectric produced by Xiong (2014) cited in Papagiannakis 

et al. (2016) able to generate voltage of 400 to 700V and electric current ranges from 

0.2 to 0.35mA with traffic volume of 4,000 vehicle per day (167 vehicles/hour).  

Wang et al. (2014) claimed that advantage of piezoelectric is compactness of 

the design but it only can produce small amount of voltage in order of μW. However, 

according to Zhang (2015), an Israel company, Innowattech had developed a series 

of piezoelectric transducer at a depth of 5 cm beneath the road’s upper asphalt layer 

and they claimed that with average traffic condition, it can generate about 250 kW 

power in 1 km road under traffic volume of 600 vehicles per hour. According to 

Xiong (2016), the power generation of all piezoelectric energy harvesters that he had 

studied at Troutville weight station reduced significantly after one year installation of 

the system. The degrading of energy output was identified and observed from 

Innowattech product as the researches from Virgina Tech conducted tests and 

demonstration on the system. It was found that the energy production is less than as 

Innowattech claimed (about 80-140kwh) after about 6 months operation.  

Many piezoelectric harvesting systems had developed and tested in the 

roadways for the small scale application using various approach. However, Guo et al. 

(2017) claim that the results vary significantly due to the calculation conditions differ 

to each other such as the transducer material, traffic loading pattern and electric 

rectification design. With consistency of result from some researchers can produce 

40mW of electric power, they estimated that from each single-wheel load, 0.00103 J 

of electricity can be generated by one PZT. They claimed that the output from the 

transducer is highly depending on velocity of vehicles, position of the transducer, 

foundation condition, and the position of the moving load. High vehicle velocity, 

rigid pavement with smaller rotation angles at transducer ends, moving load passes 

directly through the transducer will lead to high voltage and power output. 

Study done by Papagiannakis et al. (2016) stated that California Energy 

Commission (CEC) had evaluated the piezoelectric technologies produced by 

different vendors and the energy output results from these vendors are considered 

different with respect to the assumption made for the number of sensors involved as 

well as the traffic level. CEC recommended a standardized way to be practiced for 
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the report of energy output by piezoelectric unit surface that referred as energy 

density or power (W/unit area).   

 

2.2 PHOTOVOLTAIC ENERGY HARVESTER 

Photovoltaic (PV) or solar cell is another type of road energy harvester that draws 

attention of the researcher to investigate on its feasibility to generate energy from the 

road pavement. In general, when the sunlight hits the surface of a photovoltaic cell, 

the electric field that is formed by two different materials of the cell will supply the 

momentum as well as direction in order to stimulate electrons thus produce current 

flow. The energy productivity is highly depending on the surface area and period of 

exposure to direct sunlight which is limited under low sun radiation due to the 

weather condition or structure obstruction.  

In 2014, the Netherlands had built the first solar road for bike path known as 

SolaRoad. It replaces 70 meters of the origin tarmac bike path with embedded solar 

panels which are covered by 1cm thick transparent coating. Rooij (2017) stated that 

SolaRoad is able to produce 9,800 kWh of electricity in the first year which is likely 

equivalent to the average annual consumption for three Dutch houses. The project 

was expended further together by improving the system for a better benefits return. 

While in France, a road with solar panels is invented by Colas, providing 

enough energy to power the street lights of the small Normandy town of Tourouvre. 

The 1km long road covered with 2,800 sq. meters of resin-coated solar panels also 

called as “Wattway” applied the combination of road construction and photovoltaic 

techniques to generate clean, renewable energy in the form of electricity, while 

allowing for all types of traffic. However, Andriopoulou (2012) stated that it is 

difficult to install the current thin solar cells into the pavement which take extensive 

load cycle by the vehicles and the solar cells also will be exposed to wear and 

damage due to environmental condition. Therefore, to meet these requirements, 

researchers are developing new type of solar cell that will be suitable for road energy 

harvester.  

The current technology had developed photovoltaic sound or noise barrier 

(PVNB or PVSB) as an alternative for harvesting energy from the roadways and 
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railways. Grasseli et al. (2007) tested 6 PVNB sites with common constraints for 

road application to analyse energy performance, durability, maintainability and 

construction method.  They found out that the maintenance of PVNB highly affects 

its reliability due to the factor of overheating as well as pollution from the vehicles 

during long life operation. The traffic dust and contamination also will reduce the 

efficiency of the photovoltaic panels to generate energy instead of the shading effect. 

However, Carder and Barker (2006) stated that rain actually help to clean the surface 

of photovoltaic panels effectively thus sustain the efficiency and reduce the 

maintenance activity.   

Research done by Goetzberger et al., (1999) on the available PVNB 

technologies had identified several designs of PVNB structures as per Figure 2. They 

found out integrated PVNB structures (types 3, 4 and 5 of Figure 2) are more 

practical as well as cost-effective since they can generate electricity and also act as a 

noise barrier along the pavement.  

 

Figure 2 : Different types of PVNB structural designs. Retrieved from Goetzlerger et al. (1999) 

In economic feasibility aspect, the important factor is that the efficiency of 

solar cells is increasing while the cost for photovoltaic systems is decreasing as the 

technology improved as stated by Poe et, al (2017). Therefore, it is good to make 

investment on this system which can have low payback period as recent studies have 

estimated that the installation costs of a series of PVNBs in the U.K. could possibly 

be offset by the electricity generation revenue almost for 20 to 25 years. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY / PROJECT WORK 

 

3.1 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

 

 

Figure 3 : Major stages of research methodology 

3.1.1 Stage 1 

This study is broken down into three major stages. The first stage of the project is 

preparation on the study which involves collection of information and understanding 

the main concept of the energy harvesting. During this stage, extensive literature 

reviews are required in order to collect enough information and understanding the 

matters related to the topic. The literatures are searched from online journal, books, 

newspaper and other internet based resources.  

For piezoelectric energy harvester, there are several piezoelectric materials 

have been developed such as single crystalline (quartz), piezoceramics (PZT), 

piezoelectric semiconductor and polymer piezoelectric. Therefore, piezoceramic of 

lead zirconate titanate (PZT) is used in the study as its availability in many variations 

and is the most widely used materials for commercial products today. It is also cost 

effective and can be built into any shape conveniently. (Xiong, 2014) 

Stage 1

• Preparation of 
information and 
data.

Stage 2

• Analysing data and 
comparison of the 
advantages and 
disadvantages

Stage 3

• Evaluation and 
select the most 
suitable technology 
to be implemented
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Several secondary data are gathered in order to analyse the productivity of 

each energy harvester for Malaysia road pavement. Malaysia traffic data is obtained 

through web portal of Ministry of Transport Malaysia. Data such as the average daily 

traffic at 63 locations in Penisular Malaysia as well as 16 locations in Sabah and 

Sarawak on 2006 to 2015 is used in order to calculate the efficiency of piezoelectric 

energy harvester on Malaysia pavement road. Amount of electricity produce by 

piezoelectric is highly depends on the stress of the road pavement as the vehicles 

pass which is come from the load as well as the velocity of the vehicles. Hence, input 

data from Malaysia traffic is essential to evaluate the real potential of each energy 

harvester.    

For photovoltaic energy harvester, two types of harvesters that are being 

studied on this paper which are embedded solar panel and photovoltaic noise barrier. 

Data of average solar radiation in Malaysia is used to calculate the efficiency of the 

photovoltaic system to generate energy. The data is taken study done by Mekhilefa et 

al, (2012) on the current state and prospects of solar energy in Malaysia. “Although 

solar radiation is one of the largest factors in calculating photovoltaic generation 

potential, other factors like technology, orientation and maintenance play important 

roles as well,” (Carl et al, 2014). The parameters to calculate the energy generated as 

well as the total cost are assumed based on previous research of existing photovoltaic 

systems. 

 

3.1.2 Stage 2 

The second stage is to compare and analyse the gathered information in details. The 

scope of this paper will focus on harvesting potential energy from Malaysia road 

pavement and few available harvesting energy technologies are selected to be 

scrutinized which are piezoelectric and photovoltaic harvesters. Each harvester is 

able to generate energy by harvesting different type of wasted energy from road 

pavement and their advantages as well as disadvantages are further discuss in this 

paper.  

For piezoelectric energy harvester, the electrical energy generated from each 

vehicle was calculated using  𝑾 = ∫ 𝑷 𝒅𝒕 . Zhang et al. (2015) estimated each PZT 
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can generate 0.00103 J of electricity from a single wheel load and 0.0012 J from each 

four wheel load. Since the size of each PZT used in Zhang’s study is 0.1m x 0.1m, 

100 PZTs can be fit in a 1m2 roadway lane without stacks. With traffic volume inputs 

(N), total of electric energy generated can be calculated as E = 100 x W x N.  

 

While for photovoltaic energy harvester, this general formula is used to calculate the 

potential energy generated; 

E = A * r * H * PR 

 
E = Energy output (kWh/day) 

A = Solar panel area (m²) 

r   = Conversion efficiency (%) 

H = Solar radiation for the day (kWh/m²/day) 

PR = Performance ratio, coefficient for losses (range between 0.5 and 0.9, default 

value = 0.75) 

 

r is the yield of the solar panel given by the ratio : electrical power (in kWp) of one 

solar panel divided by the area of one panel. 

PR is the performance of solar installation which depends on the orientation, 

inclination of the panel, includes all losses and shading effect. 

 

3.1.3 Stage 3 

The last stage is evaluation part of the harvesting energy technologies and to propose 

the most productive harvester that is suitable to be implemented in Malaysia 

roadways. The criteria that been assess are previous expertise, energy efficiency, 

prospective cost and service life. Therefore the productivity of energy harvesters 

(piezoelectric, embedded photovoltaic and photovoltaic noise barrier) are evaluated 

based on the investment cost per unit electricity generated over their lifetime and is 

defined as levelized cost of electricity (LCOE). The general formula for LCOE is 

expressed as; 

𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸 =
𝑠𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

𝑠𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
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3.2 FYP KEY MILESTONES 

 

Detail 

Week 

FYP 1 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

Selection of FYP title               

Approval of FYP title               

Submission of Extended 

Proposal  
              

Proposal Defence               

Submission of Draft Interim 

Report  
              

Submission of Interim 

Report 
              

 FYP 2 

Submission of Draft 

Progress Report  
              

Submission of Progress 

Report 
              

PreSEDEX               

Submission of Draft Final 

Report  
              

Submission of Dissertation 

(soft bound) 
              

Submission of Technical 

Paper 
              

Viva               

Submission of Project 

Dissertation (hard bound) 
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3.3 GANTT CHART FOR FYP 1 

 

Detail 
Week 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

Preliminary research on 

possible FYP title 
              

Selection of FYP title               

Approval title by Supervisor 

and Coordinator  
              

Collection of Information 

For Research 
              

Preparation for Extended 

Proposal  
     *         

Discussion with Supervisor               

Conduct Research               

Preparation for Proposal 

Defence Presentation 
        *      

Preparation and Research 

for Interim Draft Report  
            * * 
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3.4 GANTT CHART FOR FYP 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Detail 
Week 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Preparation on Progress 

Report 
      *        

 

Gathering and Analysis 

Data 
              

 

Discussion with 

Supervisor 
              

 

Poster Preparation for Pre-

SEDEX 
          *    

 

Preparation of Final 

Report and Technical 

Paper 

           *    

Preparation for Viva              *  

Preparation of Project 

Dissertation (hard bound) 
              

* 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

4.1 COMPARING ENERGY HERVESTING TECHNOLOGIES 

Main sources of energy at road pavement surface can be in solar radiation from the 

sun and stress or mechanical energy from the traffic flow. This part of study 

compares the advantages and disadvantages of each energy harvesters for Malaysia 

road pavement. 

 

4.1.1 Advantages and Disadvantages of Piezoelectric Energy Harvester 

The electricity produced by piezoelectric generator will be collected and stored in a 

storage system before the accumulated energy to be used to power the street lamps, 

traffic lights or routed into the power grid. Although one unit of piezoelectric 

transducer can generate small amount of electric current, it has high frequency 

response towards the rapid stress changes.  

Roshani et al. (2015) evaluate the effects of external factors such as pavement 

thickness, traffic speed, volume and load on the output energy. Based on the study, 

piezoelectric energy harvester is best to be place on the road with high traffic speed, 

volume and load as these parameters will generate more electrical energy. 

Furthermore, the power generation can be significantly increased by arranging the 

piezoelectric in stacks arrangement. However, piezoelectric energy harvester require 

regular and constant inspections for moderate the effects of heavy traffic load. 

Process of installation the new system to replace the existing infrastructure requires 

huge cost and expertise. Therefore, large scale energy harvesting using piezoelectric 

is not appropriate.  
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4.1.2 Advantages and Disadvantages of Photovoltaic Energy Harvester 

The efficiency of this system is mainly depends on the duration of the exposure 

towards sunlight. Malaysia can be described a country that having a typical tropical 

climate with 2 seasons which are dry and rainy season. Therefore, abundance 

sunlight exposure from the pavement can be utilised using photovoltaic technology. 

By using photovoltaic panels embedded on surface of the pavement, it can help to 

control pavement’s temperature as well as protect pavement layers from deformation 

thus increase the pavement life. Besides, the technologies nowadays are going to 

develop solar road that contain LED lights that can act as road lines and warning 

signs which are built into the road itself. However, using normal thin film solar cells 

are difficult to be implemented in road surface that receives lots of mechanical load 

cycles and environmental condition which leads to wear as well as damaged. 

Therefore, repairing and maintaining the solar panel will be more expensive compare 

to normal asphalt pavement. In addition, the safety of solar panel as pavement 

surface is still not proven suitable for vehicles’ tires.   

Photovoltaic sound or noise barrier (PVNB or PVSB) had been developed as 

the alternative of embedded photovoltaic on pavement surface. This technology use 

photovoltaic panels as a noise barrier along the road or highways. It will help to 

improve the efficiency of harvesting solar energy to be much higher as it can be tilted 

to a certain angle in order to obtained maximum sun radiation while able to reduce 

the noise pollution from the road. PVNB also reduce the issue of low durability of 

photovoltaic cell but it is still exposed to contamination from the vehicles and 

weathering action after a long time operation.  

The major drawback of photovoltaic is its cost. As for now, cost for 

manufacturing the solar panels is huge and according to the Missouri department of 

transport (MoDOT), the small 12ft-by-20ft (3.6m x 6.1m) patch of solar road will 

cost $100,000 (RM 427 00) to install. However, most solar company claims that 

even though the roads would be very expensive to install, the savings in the long run 

would be beneficial as solar roadways require less maintenance compared to normal 

pavement. Table 1 below summarise the advantages and disadvantages of each 

energy harvester. 
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Table 1:  Summary of comparison between advantages and disadvantages of energy harvesting 

technologies 

Energy Harvester Advantages Disadvantages 

Piezoelectric ▪ Exploitation of waste 

stress energy 

▪ High efficiency for busy 

road 

▪ No significant changes 

on pavement surface 

▪ Regular and constant inspection 

due to heavy traffic loads 

▪ High cost and good expertise 

require for the installation 

 

Embedded Solar 

Panel 

▪ High efficiency due to 

Malaysia climate 

▪ Lower pavement 

temperature and increase 

pavement life 

▪ High manufacturing cost 

▪ Low illumination during high 

volume traffic 

▪ Fragile materials 

 

 

PV-Noise 

Barrier 

 

▪ Higher efficiency with 

maximum solar exposure 

▪ Not affect the condition 

of pavement 

▪ High manufacturing cost 

▪ Exposed to contamination from 

vehicle 
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4.2 ESTIMATION OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY GENERATION FROM 

MALAYSIA ROAD PAVEMENT 

4.2.1 Potential of Energy Generation from Piezoelectric Energy Harvester 

Based on Zhang et al, (2015), he estimated that each PZT can supply around 0.0012 J 

(3.3x10-7 kWh) from a vehicle with a constant speed of 30 m/s (108 km/hr) and 

distributed load of 0.267 MPa. The PZTs are placed at the placed under the trajectory 

path of wheels in order to get the maximum output which is known as four wheels 

load in their study. Total electrical energy generated can be calculated by multiplying 

electrical energy for one unit PZT with average daily traffic (ADT) of that road. The 

size of each PZT used in that study is 0.1m x 0.1m, and 100 PZTs can be fitted in 

1m2 of a road area without stacking.  

For an example, the highest average daily traffic (ADT) based on Malaysia 

Transportation Statistic 2015 is from Kuala Lumpur which is along Kuala Lumpur- 

Seremban Expressway with 221 066 vehicles per day. The total potential energy 

generated is about 0.00736 kWh/m²/day.   

Energy each PZT = 0.0012 J   

Power   = 
𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦

𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒
   =  

0.0012𝐽

3600𝑠
  =  3.3x10-10 kWh 

Total energy output = 100 x P x ADT(max)   

   = 100 x 3.3x10-10 x  221 066  

   = 0.00736 kWh/m²/day  (KL - Seremban Expressway) 

 

Figure 4 shows the average of potential energy output generated by 

piezoelectric energy harvester for major roadways in Malaysia according to the 

regions. Kuala Lumpur, largest and busiest in city the country with high traffic 

volume can generate highest average potential electrical energy of 0.0066 

kWh/m2/day. Other fast developing regions such as Selangor and Pulau Pinang are 

also having great potential to generate electricity by using piezoelectric system.  
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Figure 4:  Average of potential energy generated by piezoelectric road energy harvester for major 

roadways in Malaysia 

 

By having 0.3m width of PZT in two parallel lines under the standard 

trajectory path of the wheels for a stretch of 1km roadway, the area covered is 600m2 

per lane. Assuming the average Malaysia roadways are four lanes in two directions, 

the total area of PZT will be approximately 2400m2 for 1km length. Thus, the 

piezoelectric system may generate about 15.85 kWh/day for 1km roadway with area 

of 2400 in Kuala Lumpur. The rest potential energy generated for other regions are 

shown in Figure 5 below. 
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Figure 5:  Average of potential energy generated by 1km of 2400m2 area piezoelectric road energy 

harvester for major roadways in Malaysia 

If the area of 2400m2 PZT used in 1 km roadway in Kuala Lumpur, it can 

generate about 15.85 kWh/day, almost 475 kWh electricity per month. On average, 

Malaysia’s per household electricity consumption is 251 kWh per month. Thus, the 

generated electricity from the piezoelectric system along this 1km pavement stretch 

in Kuala Lumpur may light up almost 2 homes in Malaysia. 
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4.2.2 Potential of Energy Generation from Photovoltaic Energy Harvester 

Based on data from Mekhilefa et al., (2012), Kota Kinabalu is having the highest 

annual average solar radiation which is 1900 kWh/m2 that equal to 5.2 kwh/m2 per 

day. For road embedded photovoltaic, the solar conversion efficiency for Wattway 

pavement by Colas is 15%. However this 15% efficiency still doesn’t take into 

account the fact that traffic, snow or standing water could block the sunlight and 

reduce efficiency even further. The blockage of sunlight is highly depends on traffic 

volume as well as the traffic speed. Generally, the higher traffic volume of a certain 

pavement, the lower the sunlight exposure to the embedded photovoltaic and due to 

this shading effect, it is assumed that the maximum conversion efficiency loss is 

about 4%. Thus, 11% efficiency will be used in estimating the potential energy 

generation by road embedded photovoltaic. It is also assumed that the performance 

ratio (PR) is about 75% by default due to the loss of inverter, cables and other losses. 

While for PVNB, the efficiency is assumed about 18% based on realistic 

projects studied by Goetzberger et al., (1999). They have more solar conversion 

efficiency compare to road embedded photovoltaic as the tilted angle of PVNB 

surface will increase its efficiency to obtain optimum sun radiation depends on the 

type of PVNB structures and its orientation. The shading effect also is not that 

crucial in such the sunlight will not be blocked by the vehicles on the road but just 

the shadow of barrier itself and might be from the neighbouring structures. However, 

the performance ratio (PR) for PVNB is also assumed to be 75% due to the losses.  

In general, the electrical generation from photovoltaic energy harvester can be 

estimated using formula below;  

 

E = A * r * H * PR 

 
E = Energy output (kWh/day) 

A = Solar panel area (m²) 

r = Conversion efficiency (%) 

H = Solar radiation for the day (kWh/m²/day) 

PR = Performance ratio (%)  
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Table 2:  Total potential energy output by road embedded photovoltaic and PVNB in Malaysia based 

on 2012 average annual solar radiation. 

Bil Region 

Average 
Annual 
Solar 

Radiation 
(kWh/m²) 

Daily 
Solar 

Radiation 
(kWh/m²) 

Embedded Photovoltaic 
Photovoltaic Noise Barrier 

(PVNB) 

Solar 
Conversion 
Efficiency  

Potential 
Energy Output 
(kWh/m²/day) 

Solar 
Conversion 
Efficiency  

Potential 
Energy Output 
(kWh/m²/day) 

1 Kuching 1470 4.027 

0.11  

0.332 

0.18  

0.544 

2 Bangi 1487 4.074 0.336 0.550 

3 Kuala Lumpur 1571 4.304 0.335 0.581 

4 Petaling Jaya 1571 4.304 0.335 0.581 

5 Seremban 1572 4.307 0.335 0.581 

6 Kuantan 1601 4.386 0.362 0.592 

7 Johor Bahru 1625 4.452 0.367 0.601 

8 Senai 1629 4.463 0.382 0.603 

9 Kota Bharu 1705 4.671 0.385 0.631 

10 Ipoh 1739 4.764 0.393 0.643 

11 Taiping 1768 4.844 0.400 0.654 

12 Georgetown 1785 4.890 0.403 0.660 

13 Bayan Lepas 1809 4.956 0.409 0.669 

14 Kota Kinabalu 1900 5.205 0.429 0.703 

 

Based on the data from Mekhilefa et al., (2012), the average daily solar 

radiation differences between the regions in Malaysia are not varies significantly as 

shown in Table 2. However, these differences of solar radiation will produce 

different amount of electrical energy harvested by piezoelectric system that have to 

be considered for the design optimisation especially when the cost of investment is 

huge. It is found that Kota Kinabalu has the highest average annual solar radiation 

which is about 1900 kWh/m2. Thus, photovoltaic energy harvester system is best to 

be implemented in Kota Kinabalu as for every meter square of PVNB, it may 

approximately generate 0.703 kWh electricity per day in Kota Kinabalu with 18% 

efficiency of solar conversion, as compared to only 0.544 kWh per day in Kuching 

which is having the lowest average annual solar radiation. By having less conversion 

efficiency, the differences of the energy output between road embedded photovoltaic 

and PVNB be observed in Table 2 and Figure 5.  
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Figure 6:  Average energy output of the regions generated by road embedded photovoltaic and PVNB 

in Malaysia  

If the embedded photovoltaic panels are installed on the roadway with 

average width of 3.5m roadway, assuming the roadway is 4four lanes with two 

directions, for 1km length, the area covered is 14 000m2. For that area in Kuala 

Lunpur roadway, the embedded photovoltaic system can generate about 4 970 kWh 

electricity per day which is almost 149 100 kWh/month or 149.1 MWh /months. The 

generated electricity can power up about 590 homes with average Malaysia 

household electricity consumption and some further electricity supply for various 

road-side applications, such as traffic lights, billboards, traffic cameras and road 

signs. 

 

Figure 7:  Potential energy generated by 1km of 14 000m2 area embedded photovoltaic energy 

harvester for major roadways in Malaysia 
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While for PVNB, based on A27 highway project in Netherland, the height of 

the PVNB is about 1m which is installed on the 3 m noise barrier. If 1 m height of 

photovoltaic panels are installed both sides of the 1 km road in Kuala Lumpur, the 

potential energy generated is about 1162 kWh/day with area of 2000 m2. 

Theoretically, the system can supply approximately 34 860 kWh electricity per 

month which cover up electricity for almost 138 homes. 

 

Figure 8:  Potential energy generated by 1km of 2 000m2 area photovoltaic noise barrier energy 

harvester for major roadways in Malaysia 
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4.3 COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS OF ROAD ENERGY 

HARVESTIING IN MALAYSIA 

Electrical energy generated by each road energy harvesters is not the only parameters 

used to study the full potential these harvesters to be used in Malaysia. The 

evaluation must take into account the cost to be invested for each system to generate 

electricity over their lifetime. In this paper, cost-effectiveness analysis is used as a 

levelised cost of electricity (LCOE). 

4.3.1 Cost-Effectiveness Analysis for Piezoelectric Energy Harvester 

Based on Guo et al., (2017) he expressed the LCOE for piezoelectric energy 

harvester as; 

𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸 =
𝐶𝑝 + 𝐶𝑖

𝑊𝑝 × 𝑁 × 𝑤 × 365 × 𝑌
 

Where;  

Cp = cost each PZT unit 

Ci = cost of installation 

Wp =energy output from each PZT unit per vehicle 

N = number of vehicle per day 

w = equivalent hit rate 

Y = service life 

 

Study done by Urquiza et al., (2016) cited in Guo et al., (2017) estimated that 

the cost for PZT material is about $1207 (RM 4700) /m² and installation of PZT 

system is $75(RM 300)/m². Since the area of 100m × 0.2m was used which can be 

embedded with 30,000 PZT cymbals, total cost for installation of each PZT, Cp + Ci,  

is around RM 3.33. Each PZT can generate energy about 0.0012 J (3.33×10-10 kWh) 

and with the traffic volume of Malaysia major expressway varies from 2,310 to 

221,066 vehicles as well as equivalent hit rate, w, is assumed to be 100% with 5-15 

years of service life, Y, LCOE for the PZT system is calculated as follows; 

𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸pzt =
3.33

3.33 × 10-10 × 𝐴𝐷𝑇 × 365 × 𝑌
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For service life of 5 to 15 years, average LCOE for PZT is in the range of RM 

135.85/kWh to RM 407.56/kWh based on average traffic volume in Malaysia 

expressway. The distribution of LCOE for each region in Malaysia is shown as per 

Figure 6. Kuala Lumpur which has the potential to generate highest average 

electricity output is having the lowest LCOE compared to other regions. As the 

service life of the system increases, the LCOE becomes lesser. Based on the result, 

for every kWh electricity generated in Kuala Lumpur by piezoelectric system, the 

cost is only RM9.38 if the system can last at least for 15 years. 

 

Figure 9:  Average LCOE with service life of 5 to 10 years from piezoelectric system 
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4.3.2 Cost-Effectiveness Analysis for Photovoltaic Energy Harvester 

The equation to calculate LCOE for photovoltaic energy harvester is almost similar 

to piezoelectric energy harvester. It is the total cost of the photovoltaic system 

divided with total of electrical energy generated over the lifetime.  

Embedded photovoltaic pavement was installed by Colas in France with total 

cost of €5million (RM 24.9million) for a 1km road with area of 2800m2. It can be 

assumed that total cost for 1m2 of embedded photovoltaic is RM 8890. The panels 

are expected to last for 10 years under heavy traffic and up to 20 years, Y, in less 

trafficked sites. Therefore, LCOE for the embedded photovoltaic system based on the 

average energy output in Malaysia (0.375 kWh/m2/day) can be calculated as follows; 

𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸pv =
8890

0.375 × 365 × 𝑌
 

 

LCOE for pavement embedded photovoltaic energy harvester is in the range 

of RM3.24/kWh to RM6.49/kWh for 10-20 years of service life. 

For PVNB, the cost analysis is based on 1995 PV Noise Barrier A27 installed 

along the (A27 highway at De Bilt, Utrecht in Netherlands.  According to 

PVdatabase (2015), total cost for the system is about €1.1million (RM 5.5 million) 

with area that cover 550m² and consist of 1116 solar modules. It can be assumed that 

1m² of PVNB will cost about RM9950. The PVNB should be last at least 20 years 

and with      0.614 kWh/m²/day average energy output in Malaysia, the LCOE of 

PVNB can be calculated as follows; 

𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸PVNB =
9950

0.614 × 365 × 𝑌
 

 

As for the result, LCOE of PVNB is about RM2.22/kWh as per previous data 

and some estimation. This value is slightly less than LCOE of embedded 

photovoltaic due to its better efficiency of generating electrical energy although the 

cost would be higher than photovoltaic as summarised in Table 3. Note that all the 

cost estimation is done based on the previous researches for the real project 

application at different countries. These cost include the materials cost and 
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installation cost which is known as total or the first cost. However, the maintenance 

and service cost for each energy harvester throughout the life time does not included 

in the total cost. 

Table 3: Summary of evaluation for piezoelectric, embedded photovoltaic, and PVNB in Kuala 

Lumpur. 

 Piezoelectric 

System 

Embedded 

Photovoltaic 

System 

Photovoltaic 

Noise Barrier 

System 

Potential Average Energy 

Output in KL (kWh/m2/day) 
0.0066 0.335 0.581 

Potential Energy Output for 

1km roadway in KL 

(kwh/day) 

15.85 5000 1 162 

Total Area in 1 km roadway 

(m2) 
2 400 14 000 2 000 

Cost of Energy Harvester 

System  per meter squared 

(RM/m2) 

5000 8890 9950 

Total Cost of Energy 

Harvester System for 1km 

Roadway (RM) 

12 Million 124.5 Million 19.9 Million 

LCOE (RM/kWh) 
28.14 to 9.38 

(5-15 years) 

3.43 to 6.86 

(10-20 years) 

2.35 

(20 years) 

 

Based on the result, photovoltaic noise barrier system is more cost-effective 

than piezoelectric and embedded photovoltaic system. It also found that for Malaysia 

road pavement, using photovoltaic energy harvester is highly recommended as 

justified in Table 3, noted that the potential average energy output for each 

harvesting system is based on the average value from the regions in Malaysia. 
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CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATION 

Three technologies of road energy harvesting system (piezoelectric, embedded 

photovoltaic and photovoltaic noise barrier) are reviewed and analysed in depth to be 

implemented in Malaysia pavement road. Studying their implementation involves the 

evaluation of criteria such as energy efficiency, prospective cost, and their lifetime. 

There are advantages and disadvantages for each of road energy harvesters which are 

discussed in the result to get the information on strength and weakness of the system 

so they can be improved.     

Based on the current estimation of electrical energy generation, it can be 

conclude that photovoltaic technology which is using photovoltaic noise barrier 

seems to be the most efficient method to harvest the wasted energy from Malaysia 

road pavement. PVNB system have the potential to generate the highest amount of 

energy (0.614 kWh per m2 per day) compared to other methods and also the most 

cost-effective systems with LCOE of approximately RM 2.22 per kWh. This 

preliminary study indicates that solar energy can be harvested potentially much 

greater compare to stress or vibration energy from the road.  

However, further research on this topic should be carried out in order to 

prove the effectiveness of the available energy harvesting technologies to the real 

application on site. Information from the previous literature review revealed that 

assessment on the pavement condition as the impact from the energy harvesting 

system is not prioritised. Evaluation on the impact of every system to the pavement 

as well as to the vehicles should be done to ensure the safety of the roadway users. 

Besides, the output of total potential energy generated by each harvesting system can 

be improved by using some software such as GIS since the traffic volume and solar 

radiation are varies for different location of the pavement. GIS software can produce 

more detailed result through topology and spatial operation which will further 

explore the potential of the harvesting technologies for Malaysia road pavement.  
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Annual average solar radiation in Malaysia (Mekhilefa et al., 2012) 
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Annual solar radiation in different cities in Malaysia (Mekhilefa et al., 2012) 

 

 


